
Year Three Autumn Term Curriculum 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 

English: Reading 

 
 

The Sea book by Charlotte Milner 
Genre: Information  
We use the teaching sequence of 
Predict, clarify vocabulary, read and retrieve 
and explain. 

 Can I identify main ideas drawn 
from more than one paragraph and 
summarise? 

 Can I identify how language, 
structure and presentation 
contribute to meaning? 

 Can I identify themes and 
conventions in a wide variety of 
books? 

 
The Ice Palace by Robert Swindells 
Genre: Fiction (adventure) 
We use the teaching sequence of 
Predict, clarify vocabulary, read and retrieve 
and explain. 

 Can I ask questions to improve 
understanding? 

 Can I draw inferences and justify 
with evidence? 

 Can I discuss words and phrases 
that capture the reader’s 
imagination and interest? 

English: Writing 

 

 

 
 

Coming to England By Floella Benjamin 
 

Genre: Recount-letters 
Use punctuation at Y2 standard correctly, 
Use subordination (when, if, that, because) 
and co-ordination (or, and, but), use 
present and past tenses consistently and 
correctly, Use progressive forms of verbs, 
Use expanded noun phrases, Write 
sentences with different forms: statement, 
command, question, exclamation  

 
Can I group related ideas into paragraphs?  
Can I build a varied and rich vocabulary ? 
Can I use prepositions to express time, 
place and cause? 

 

 
Winter’s Child by Angela McAllister 

Genre Fiction-fantasy 
Use punctuation at Y2 standard correctly, 
Use subordination (when, if, that, because) 
and co-ordination (or, and, but), Use 
present and past tenses consistently and 
correctly, Use noun phrases and 
prepositions to add detail, Group related 
ideas into paragraphs  
 
Can I use conjunctions and adverbs to 
express, time, place and cause? 
Can I use a or an according to whether the 
next word begins with a vowel or 
consonant?  
In narratives, Can I create characters, 
settings and plot? 
Can I use inverted commas to punctuate 
direct speech?  

Maths 

 
 
 

Number: Place Value 
Can I identify, represent and estimate 
numbers using different 
representations? Can I find 10 or 100 more 
or less than a given number? Can I 
recognise the place value of each digit in a 
three-digit 

Number: Addition and Subtraction 

Can I add and subtract numbers with 
up to three digits, using formal 
written methods of columnar 
addition and subtraction? 
Can I estimate the answer to a 
calculation and use inverse 
operations to check answers. 



number (hundreds, tens, ones)? Can I 
compare and order numbers 
up to 1000? Can I read and write numbers 
up to 1000 in numerals and in words? 
Can I solve number problems and 
practical problems involving 
these ideas?  Can I count from 0 in multiples 
of 4, 8, 50 and 100? 
 
Number: Addition and Subtraction 

Can I add and subtract numbers 
mentally, including: a three-digit 
number and ones; a three-digit 
number and tens; a three digit 
number and hundreds?   

 

Solve problems, including 
missing number problems, 
using number facts, place value, 
and more complex addition and 
subtraction? 
 
Number: Multiplication and Division 
Can I multiply equal groups? Can I multiply 
by 3?  Can I divide by 3? Can I confidently 
recall the 3 times-table?  
Can I multiply by 4?  Can I divide by 4? Can I 
confidently recall the 4 times-table?  
Can I multiply by 8?  Can I divide by 8? Can I 
confidently recall the 8 times-table? 
 

Science 
 

Forces  
What is a force? 
How can we sort forces? 
How do different surfaces affect the distance a 
toy car travels? 

 

Magnets 
What are magnets used for? 
Which materials are attracted to magnets? 
Is magnetism a contact or non-contact force? 
Will the magnet attract or repel? 
Which magnet is the strongest? 

Computing 

 

Online Safety: IS EVERYTHING I READ ON THE 
INTERNET TRUE?  

Why do I need to use a password to keep 
information safe?  
Can I understand how to communicate 
responsibly with others online?  
Should we just rely on the information we read 
on a website?  
Can I explain about the meaning of age 
restrictions symbols on games?  

 

Spreadsheets: IS MY SPREADSHEET USEFUL FOR 
SOLVING PROBLEMS?  

Do I understand how to use the features of a 
spreadsheet?  
Can I use a spreadsheet to help calculate the 
cost?  
Can I use the <> == and spin features in my 
spreadsheet?  
Can I find specified locations on my 
spreadsheet?  

 
Touch Typing: WHAT IS AND WHY DO WE USE 

TOUCH TYPING? 
 
Can I to use the home, top and bottom row keys 
to type specific letters? 

Can I use two hands to touch type specific 
letters? 

Can I type out specific words with my left hand? 

Can I spell words using the three rows using my 
right hand? 

  

History 

 

 The Stone Age 
What was new about the Stone Age? 

Why is it called the ‘Stone Age’?  
What was life like in the Old and Middle 
Stone Ages?  
How much change happened in the New 
Stone Age?  
What can the village of Skara Brae tell us 
about life in Neolithic times?  
Why did the Neolithic people build 
monuments?  
Was great progress made in the Stone Age? 
 
 



Geography 

 

Weather and Climate 
Why is climate important? 

What are weather, climate and biomes?  
What are the polar regions like?  
Where are the hottest, driest places in the 
world?  
Where are the hottest, wettest places in the 
world?  
Which climate zone and biome do we live 
in?  
Why is climate important?  
 

 

Art Can Rubbish be art? 

 
Study of environmental artists 
Drawing and Collage 

Colour, tone, texture, pattern, shape 
How have artists used rubbish to produce 
art work?  
Can I recycle food wrapping to produce a 
mixed media collage? 
Can I design a collage that uses reclaimed 
materials to represent a sea scape? 
Can I create a collage using reclaimed 
materials? 
How do artists put environmental messages 
across in their art?   
Can I evaluate how successfully rubbish can 
be used as art? 

 

DT 

 

 Food 
Healthy and Varied Diet 

Design, make and evaluate sandwiches for 
friends to enjoy on picnic. 

Can I investigate a range of sandwiches? 
Can I develop and design my own 
sandwiches (food product)? 
Can I select and use a range of utensils and 
techniques to prepare ingredients? 
Can I use basic food hygiene practices? 
Can I make my food product? 
Can I evaluate the success of my 
sandwiches? 

 

Music 

 

Glockenspiel Course 1 
 
How can I build on my musical skills to read 
notation, play, improvise and perform songs 

on the glockenspiel? 

Christmas Celebrations 
 
Which skills are needed to become a great 

performer? 

PE 

 

Symmetry and Asymmetry 
 
Netball 
 
 

Communication and tactics 
 
Handball  



RE 

 

How do Hindus view God and celebrate 
Diwali? 

How do Hindus view God?  
What is the Trimurti?  
Why does this murti have the head of an 
elephant and the body of a boy?  
How do Hindus celebrate Diwali?  
How does the Ramayana teach Hindus 
about Good and Evil?  
Which words of wisdom from the Bhagavad 
Gita are important to you?  

 

Why do humanists think that we should be 
good to each other? 

How do humanists decide what to believe? 
Why don’t humanists believe in god or 
gods? 
What are humanists beliefs on happiness? 
What do humanist celebrations tell us 
about the things that humanists value? 
What do humanists value in life? 
How do humanists believe we can lead a 
god life? 

 

PSCHE 

 

Family Realtionships 

 
What problems might families have? 
What problems might occur in friendships? 
What is bullying and how might it affect 
people? 
What does being a good listener involve? 
Why is trust an important part to a positive 
relationship? 
How can we respect each other’s 
differences? 
How do toys reinforce genderstereotypes? 
What stereotypes are there about older 
people? 

Health and Wellbeing 

 
 
Why is it important to have the correct 
amount of food for our bodies? 
Why is relaxation important for our bodies? 
What is my identity? 
What are my superpowers? 
What is resilience? 
What is a balanced diet? 

 


